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PREFACE. 

ALTHOUGH the art of knitting has already produced almost 
innumerable articles, both useful and ornamental, the imitation 
of natural flowers by the knitting needle, has, it is believed, not 
yet been accomplished. Artificial-flower making would, pro
bably, long ere this, have formed a favourite occupation in 
the drawing-room, but for the troublesome machinery required 

for their production. 
No apology seems therefore necessary in introducing the 

present little work to the Public, as by following the simple 
rules here given, a few skeins of wool and a little wire, suffice 
to form accurate representations of natural flowers, wllich will 
be found an elegant and interesting amusement. As these 
flowers will bear washing when soiled, they not only form pretty 
ornaments for the room in vases, but from their durability, might 
be used for trimming ball dresses; the smaller kinds also, if 

knitted in silk, look well in bonnets or caps. 
As the flowers here imitated are all copied from nature, 

should any doubt arise as to the exact shade of colour required, 
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iv PREFACE. 

it would be well to take a natlU'al Hower to the shop, where the 
colour can be matched sufficiently near, to form an accurate 
representation. Berlin wool is used for these flowers, but it 
must always be split in t~o, unless the contrary is mentioned. 
This is very easily done, by first winding the skein round the 
fingers into a little ball; let this drop towards the ground; and, 
by taking two threads of the wool in each hand, it will be found 

. to unwind itself very easily; wind it on cards, and it will be 

ready for use. 
The white flowers look better, if washed before the wire is put 

in; warm soap-suds, with a little blue in it, does best for them

they must then be pressed in a clean cloth and dried quickly, 
either in the sun, or by the fire. The flowers themselves, when 
soiled, can be washed in the same way, and as the wire remains 
in, they must be pulled into proper shape when dry. 
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LESSONS 
Will be given by the Inventress, on very modemte terms. Ladie~' 

can eitltel' take a Single Lesson, or a Course, as required, by 

appliying to C. E. A. J., 47, Clarendon Square, Somel'& Towli . 
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KNITTED ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS. 

WHITE GARDEN LILY. 

Six petals, six stamen, one pistil, are required to form each 
flower j two knitting--needles, No. 19, and a skein of superfine 
white Shetland wool. 

Cast on fom stitches. 
First row.-Slip one, purl two, knit one. 
Second row.-Make one, pml one, knit two, purl one. 
Third row.-Make one, knit one, purl two, knit two. 
Fomth row.-Make one, purl two, knit two, pml two. 
Fifth row.-Make one, knit two, pml two, knit two, purl one. 
Sixth row.-Make one, knit one, purl two, knit two, purl two, 

knit one. 
Seventh row.-Make one, purl one, knit two, and purl two 

alternately to the end of the row. 
Eighth row.-Make one, knit two, purl two alternately to the 

end of row. 
Ninth row.-Make one, purl two, knit two to end of row j 

knit last stitch plain. 
Tenth row.-Make one, purl two, knit two to end of row j 

purl the last stitch. 
Eleventh row.-Make one, knit one, knit amI purl two alter

nately to the end of row. 
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8 KNITTED ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS. 

You will now have fourteen stitches, making seven ribs; con
tinue these seven ribs lUltil you have knitted a length of three 
inches from the beginning of the work. Break off the wool, 
leaving a bit long enough to thread a rug needle with; with this 
needle take up seven stitches, which you must fasten off; then 
the other seven, and fasten in the same way, which completes 
one petal. Take a piece of fine wire sufficiently long to leave a 
small bit at the end for a stalk, and sew it neatly round the edge 
of the petal with white wool, which will make it in form. 

Pistil.-Cut a length of wire of about eight inches, fold a bit 
of green Berlin wool in six, and split in two another bit of the 
same wool, place tlris lengthway with the other wool, and place 
the wire across the wool, fold the wire down, and twist it as 
tightly as possible, thus enclosing the wool; turn down the 
shortest end of the split wool, and twist the longest round it and 
the wire, so as to cover them evenly; fasten the wool with a 
slip knot at the end of the stem. Cut off a part of the green 
wool at the top, so as to leave merely a neat little tuft of wool 
at the end of the wire. 

Stamens are made in the same way as the pistil, merely llsing 
yellow Berlin wool instead of green, and covering the stem with 
white instead of green. Place one stamen with every petal, 
twisting the wires of both together. The pistil is to be placed 
in the centre of the flowers when made up. Sew the petals 
together, leaving them open about an inch at the top, as neatly 
as possible, and draw them close at the bottom, twisting the 
stems together. 

Buds.-Several buds are required; the large ones are of a 
very pale shade of green, the smaller ones of rather deeper 
colour. They look best in double knitting, and should be done 
in different sizes from twelve to twenty stitches. Knit about an 
inch of these different widths, and open them like a little bag. 
Take a piece of coarse wire, double some common wool about 
i,he thickness of your finger, put it across the wire, wlrich must 
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KNITTED ARTIFI CI AL FLOWERS. 9 

be folded down and twisted very tight j put this wool into the 
little bag, and gather the stitches of the bud at the top, catch
ing the wire with your needle to fasten it. This will form the 
shape of the bud j fasten the stitches also at the bottom, and 
cover the stem with green wool split in two. 

Leaves.-Dliferent shades and sizes are required. Begin them 
all at the top, casting on four stitches j they look best in double 
knitting, without putting the wool twice round the needle j in
crease one stitch every second or third row, till you have eight 
stitches for the smallest, and sixteen for the largest size. Con
tinue to knit without increase, till the leaf is the required length. 
The longest should be about a finger length, the smaller in pro
portion. The longest must be placed at the bottom of the stem 
when making up. 

To finish a leaf, pull your needle out, and thread a rug needle 
with the wool, and pass it through the stitches so as to form a 
little bag, into which you must insert a bit of double wire j catch 
this at the top or sides to fix it, and it will keep the leaf in shape. 
Draw the wool tight on while the stitches are threaded, and 
twist the wool at bottom round the little stem. 

The next operation consists in mounting the branch. Begin 
at the top with the smallest bud, round the stem of which some 
green wire must be twisted. Fix it at the top of a piece of bon

. net wire, the length required for the long stem j continue to 
twist the wool rOlUld, and thus fasten the second bud, and the 
rest in the same way, at very small intervals. The flowers are 
fastened in a similar manner, according to taste, adding the 
leaves as needed. 

Six buds, three flowers, and eight or ten leaves, form a beau
tiful branch. 

Although the petals of the lily can be made up with the wool 
as it is, they look much better if, after being knitted, they are 
washed with a little blue in the water, and quickly dried, before 
the wire is put round them. 
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10 KNITTED AR1'lFICIAL FLOWERS. 

FUSCHIA. 

If knitted in good size China silk, it does well to ornament 
cal's or bonnets. 

Calyx.-Four calyx are required for each flower; cast on 
eight stitches with crimson split wool. 

First row.-Knit plain. 
Second row.-Pul'l. 
Third row.-Knit plain. 
Fourth row.-Pul'l. 
Fifth row.-Make one, knit two; repeat to the end of row. 
Sixth row.-Purl. 
Seventh row.-Knit plain. 
Eighth row.-Pm-l. 
Ninth row.-Knit plain. 
Tenth row.-Pm-l. 
Eleventh row.-Knit plain. 
Twelfth row.-Purl. 
Thirteenth row.-Make one, knit three; repeat to the end of 

row. 
Fourteenth row.-Pm-l. 
Fifteenth row.-Make one, knit four; repeat. 
Sixteenth row.-Purl. 
Seventeenth row.-Make one, knit five to the end of row. 
Eighteenth row.-Knit six stitches, turn back and purl the 

same (leaving the rest of the stitches on the needle) . Continue 
knitting and pm-ling the six stitches until you have six smap' 
rows; then decrease one stitch, knit four; next row, decrease 
one, purl three, knit a row plain; then decrease one, purl two; 
lastly slip one, knit two together, turn the slipped stitch over, 
fusten the wool by putting it through the last stitch . . This com
pletes one division of the calyx. Break off the wool, leaving 
about a yard on the work, in order neatly to canoy do\Vl1 the 
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KNITTED ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS. 11 

wool to the stitches, which are still on the needle. Then with 
the same wool, knit six more stitches, which must be done espe
cially as the first, forming the second division, and with the 
same wool knit the third and fom-th, which finishes the calyx. 

Sew a bit of fine wire (with the same split wool) round the 
end of each division, and the ends of the wire must be sown two 
by two 011 the inside of the flower before it is sown up. 

The corolla is small in the Fuschia, and less apparent than the 
calyx. The colom- of the wool must be either purple or dark 
puce. 

Cast on eight stitches. 
First row.-Knit plain. 
Second row.-Purl. 
Third row.-Make one, knit two j repeat thr0ughout the row. 
Fourth row.-Pm·l. 
Fifth row.-Knit plain. 
Sixth row.-Purl. 
Seventh row.-Make one, knit three j throughout tIre row. 
Eighth row.-Pm-l. 
Ninth row.-Knit plain. 
Tenth row.-Pm-l. 
Eleventh row.-Knit four stitches, turn back, decrease one, 

purl two, and finish by slipping one, knitting two together, turn
ing the slipped stitch over, and putting the wool through the 
loop j bring the wool down the edge in the same way as for the 
calyx, and knit the second, third, and fom-th divisions like the, 
first. Sew a bit of wire round the edge, following the simosi
ties of the work, and sew the two edges to~ether. 

The pistil and stamen can be made like the lily, but very 
much finer and smaller j but a simpler and easier method is, to 
stiffen some pale green, or white sewing cotton, with gum, and 
cut eight pieces of it of about five or six inches long, for the 
stamen, and one bit rather longer for the pistil j tie them to
gether, and dip the longest in gum, and then in some green 
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12 KNITTED ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS. 

powder, or wool cut as fine as powder, and the rest, first in gum, 
and then immediately in yellow powder, or wool cut as fine, 
which will answer quite as well for the purpose. Mount your 
flower, by placing the stamens and pistil inside the corolla, and 
that to within the calyx, sufficiently low to show the corolla 
slightly; sew the open side of the calyx, and twist all the stalks 
together, covering the little stem with green wool. 

Buds.-Cast on four stitches, knit one row plain, pml one 
row. 

Third row.-Make one stitch, knit one throughout the row. 
Fourth row.-Purl. 
Fifth row.-Knit plain. 
Sixth row.-Purl. 
Seventhrow.-Make one, knit two throughout the row. 
Eighth row.-Purl. 
Ninth row.-Knit plain. 
Tenth row.-Purl. 
Then gather all the stitches with a rug needle, make a little 

ball of red wool, put a bit of wire across it, fold over, and twist 
the wire quite tight, cover the little ball with the piece just 
knitted, sew the opening neatly, and gather up the stitches at 
the stem, which must be covered with crimson wool. 

Leaf.-Cast on three stitches, knit, and purl alternate rows, 
increasing one stitch at the beginning of each row until the leaf 
is of the breadth desired (about seven stitches for the smallest, 
and fourteen or sixteen stitches for the largest); then knit and 
purl four rows without increase, and begin to deCJ:ease in every 
row, until you have but three stitches left, which knit as one, , 
and fasten off. Sew a fine wire round the leaves, leaving a small 
bit at the end as a stalk, and also a fine wire doubled, at the 
back of the leaf, in the centre, which will keep it in shape. 

Several shades and sizes of leaves are required, as also seve
ral buds and flowers, to form a handsome branch. 
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KNITTED ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS. 

HEART'S-EASE. 

Tills flower requires five petals to form it, two violet and three 
yellow; one of the latter must be larger than the rest, and of a 
deeper colour. All the wool must be split. 

For the violet petals, cast on ten stitches on two needles, five 
on each; fold the two needles so as to bring the last stitch be
hind the first, and double knit a piece of rather more than half 
an inch in length, taking one stitch from one needle, and one 
from the other throughout each row. When you take the needles 
out, run the wool through them with a rug needle, and pass It 

lliece of double wire tlu'ough the little bag which the knitting 
has formed, catch it at the top and sides to keep it in form , 
draw up the other end, and twist the ,vires together after having 
shaped the wire to the form of the petal. The yellow petals are 
knitted in the same way, the largest requires twelve stitches, 
and the last four or six rows must be done with violet wool, 
to form the dark spot at the top. The two smaller yellow 
petals only require eight stitches, with two or four rows of 
violet at the top; twist the wires of the five petals together, 
and cover the stem with green wool; a cross stitch, like herriug
bone, should be made with green wool, where the petals join in 
the middle of the flower. 
- For the calyx, thread a needle with whole green wool, fasten 
this on the stem, at the back of the flower, and take a herring 
stitch at the back of each petal, making the stitch rather long, 
and leaving the wool loose. The bud is formed by making a 
little tuft of yellow, violet, and green wool, mixed together; fix 
it on a piece of wire by crossing the wool over, and twisting the 
wire very tight, turn the ends of the wool down the wire, and 
fasten them at about a quarter of an inch down, by twisting 
some green split wool round, with which the little stem must be 
also covered. 
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14 KNITTED ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS. 

Leaves.-Cast on three stitches. 
Knit one row, purl one row, then 
First row.-Make one, knit one throughout the row. 
Second row.-Make one, purl the row. 
Third row.-Make one, knit three, make one, knit one, make 

one, knit two. 
Fourth row.-Make one, purl the row. 
Fifth row.- Make one, knit five, make one, knit one, make 

one, knit six. 
Sixth row.-Make one, purl the row. 
Seventh row.-Cast off, or fasten off, three stitches, knit three, 

make one, knit one. 
Eighth row.-Cast off three stitches, purl the row. 
Ninth row.-Make one, knit five, make one, knit one, make 

one, knit four. 
Tenth row.-Make one, purl the row. 
Eleventh row.-Make one, knit seven, make one, knit one, 

make one, knit SL'(. 
Twelfth row.-Make one, purl the row. 
Thirteenth row.-Fasten off three stitches, knit the re

mainder. 
Fourteenth row.-Fasten off three stitches, purl the rest. 
Fifteenth row.-Kn:it SL,(, make one, knit one, make one, knit 

six. 
Sixteenth row.-Purl the row. 
Seventeenth row.- Knit seven, make one, knit one, make one,. 

knit six. 
Eighteenth row.-Purl the row. 
Nineteenth row.-Fasten off three stitches, knit foul', make 

one, knit one, make one, knit seven. 
Twentieth row.-Cast off three stitches, purl the row. 
Twenty-first row.-Knit SL,(, make one, knit one, make one, 

knit five. 
'Twenty-second row.-Purl the row. 
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KNITTED ARTIFICIAL PLOWERS. 

Twenty-third row.-Knit seven, make one, knit one, make 
one, knit six. 

Twenty-fourth row.-Pml the row. 
Twenty-fifth row.-Cast off three stitches, knit remainder. 
Twenty-sixth row.-Cast off three stitches, purl remainder. 
Twenty-seventh row.-Knit row plain. 
Tw~nty-eighth row.-Purl the row plain. 
Twenty-ninth row.-Knit row plain. 
Thirtieth row.-Purl row plain. 
Thirty-first row.-Cast off two, knit remainiler. 
Thirty-second row.-Cast off two, pml remainder. 
Thirty-third row.-Knit row plain. 
Thirth-fourth row.-Pml row. 
Thirty-fifth row.-Knit row plain. 
Thirty-sixth row.-Pml row plain. 
Thirty-seventh row.-Cast off two, knit remaindel . 
Thirty-eighth row.-Cast off two, purl remainder; 
Fasten off the two last stitches. 
I t is on this principle that all kinds of indented leaves are 

made j by knitting more rows with increase "between the castings 
off; they are made broader j by working more rows between the 
castings off, they are made longer; and by casting off more 
stitches at a time, the indentations are made deeper; so that the 
endless variety of natural leaves may be copied without diffi
culty. 

Having completed the leaves, some wire must be sewn neatly 
round, following the turnings of' the leaf exactly; and for the 
larger ones, it will be better to sew a double wire in the centre 
of the leaf at the back, which will conceal the openings left 
by the increase of stitches. 

One or two flowers, with a bud, and two or three leaves, are 
s~lfficjellt for a s)Jlall branch. 
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16 KNITTED ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS. 

CONVOLVULUS. 

Four needles are required. 
Take some pale yellow split wool, and cast on six stitches on 

each of two needles, and three stitches on the third needle, knit 
two plain rounds. 

Third round.-Knit one, make one, knit one, make one, knit 
two, make one, knit one, make one, knit two, make one, knit 
one, make one, knit ' two, make one, knit one, make one, knit 
two, make one, knit one, make one, knit one, knit two, plain 
rounds. 

Sixth round.-Take a deeper shade of yellow j knit two, make 
one, knit one, make one, knit fOID", make one, knit one, make 
one, knit four, make one, knit one, make one, knit four, make 
one, knit one, make one, knit four, make one, knit one, make 
one, knit two, knit three plain rounds j take white wool and knit 
one more round. 

Eleventh round.-Knit three, make one, knit one, make one, 
knit six, make one, knit one, make one, knit six, make one, knit 
one, make one, knit si.;::, make one, knit one, make one, knit six, 
make one, knit one, make one, knit three, knit three plain 
rounds with white, then take pale blue (half twist silk may be 
introduced with good effect), knit one more plain round. 

Fifteenth round.- Knit four, make one, knit one, make one, 
knit eight, make one, knit one, make one, knit eight, make one, 
knit one, make one, knit eight, make one, knit one, make one, 
knit eight, make one, knit one, make one, knit four . Take a 
deeper shade of blue, knit thre~ plain rounds. Take a still 
deeper shade, and knit two rounds. Cast off very loosely. 

The flower thus finished will be found divided into five stripes, 
by the increase stitches. Take a piece of wire, and sew it as 
neatly as possible along the edge of the top of the flower as far 
as the first stripe, turn down both ends of the wire. Take a 

\, 
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second piece, and sew it from the first to the second stripe, turn 
down the ends, and contrive the same for the third, fourth, and 
fifth I stripes. Sew down all the ends of wire two by two, on the 
wrong side of the flower. Sew up the side left open. The right 
side of the knitting will be the inside of the flower. Cover the 
lowet· end of the flower with fine herring-bone stitches to form a 
small calyx j tie up five bits of yellow wool not split with a, knot 
at the top of each j fix them on a bit of wire to make the stamen, 
and place them in the centre of the flower, and cover the stem 
with green wool. 

Buds.-Cast· on four stitches in pale green wool. 
First row.-Purl. 
Second row.-Make one, knit one, repeat through the ro'iv. 
Third row.-Purl. 
FOUFth row.-Knit plain. 
Fifth row.-Pnrl. 
Sixth row.-Make one, knit two, repeat through the row. 
Seventh row.-Purl. 
Eighth row.-Use two threads of blue wool, together with the 

two green, and knit the row, putting the wool twice round the 
needle. Gather all the stitches with a rug needle, then cut a 
small round of card, prick four holes in the centre, put two 
pieces of wire cross ways through the four holes, twist the wire 
tight under the card, and cover the little card with green or 
blue wool, as if winding it. Cover this with the knitted piece for 
the bud. Sew up the open side, gather together the stitches of 
the open part, and cover the stem with green wool. 

Leaf.-Cast on three stitches. 
First row.-Purl. 
Second row.-Knit plain. 
Third row.-PurI. 
Fourth row.-Make one, knit rest of row plain. 
Fifth row.-Make one, purl the row. 
Sixth row.-Knit plain. 
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18 KNITTED ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS. 

Seventh row.-Purl row. 
Eighth row.-Knit row. 
Ninth row.-Purl row. 
Tenth row.-Make one, knit rest of row. 
Eleventh row.-Make one, purl rest of row. 
Twelfth row.-Knit row. 
Thirteenth row.-Purl row. 

I 

I 

Fourteenth row.-Knit row. • 
Continue to knit and purl alternate rows, decreasing one 

stitch at the beginning of each, until only three stitches remain; 
knit these as one, and sew a fine wire neatly rOlmd the leaf, 
always leaving a little bit at the beginning and end as a stalk. 

This will form a leaf of middling size, but a variety of sizes 
and shades of colour will be required to form a branch. 

TIGER LILY; OR, TURK'S CAP. 

Six petals for each flower; which must be knitted in bright 
orange wool, split in two. 

Cast on four stitches. Knit and purl alternate rows, until you 
have done about an inch in length.;' Continue knitting and 
purling, increasing one stitch at the beginning of each row, both 
plain and purled, until you have fourteen or sixteen' stitches; 
then knit anel pm·l alternately four rows more, without increas
ing; then continue to knit and pml, decreasing one at the 
beginning of each row, till three stitches only are left, purl these 
three as one, fasten the wool, and sew a piece of wire round 
the petal. 

• If the last row of four stitches is plaia knitting, the first increasing 
row must be knit also, in order to turn the work, the right side 
becoming the wrong. 

/ 
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KNITTED ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS. J.9 

When the six petals are completed, take a needleful of dark 
red brown China sewing silk (or brown wool split in fom) and 
embroider on each petal several long stitches, in imitation of the 
dark spots of the natural Tiger Lily. 

Pistil.-Make a tuft of orange wool, with some brown wool 
mixed with it, fix it on a bit of wire, cut the wool quite short, 
and cover the stem with orange wool, split. 

Stamen.-Take a piece of wire, call one extremity No.1, and 
the other No.2, begin in the middle of the wire to twist some 
brown wool, split in fom, round the wire, going towards the 
extremity, No.1; do the same with orange wool, beginning at 
the same point, but going towards No.2. Having covered about 
the length of the nail of your little finger each way, fold the wire 
in the middle, and cover the remainder as the stem, with orange 
wool. 

Mount the Hower ,vithout sewing the petals together, as in the 
White Lily, but merely twist the six petals tightly together. 

Buds and leaves are like those of the White Lily, but of a 
rather darker shade of green, the whole stem must be covered 
wi th green split wool. 

MICHAELMAS DAISY. 

This Hower may be knitted, with two stitches for the width of 
the row, but it is much quicker to work it in a chain of Crochet; 
it is generally variegated, either in two shades of red, or two 
shades of violet. The variegation is produced by working with 
two threads of Berlin wool, one of a deep, the other of a light 
shade, of the same cololU". 

Make a chain 'of simple crochet, about a yard in length, then 

• 
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cover a piece of thin wire, as long as you can conveniently -
manage, with one thread of Berlin wool, and begin to sew this 
wire along one edge of the chain, leaving about an inch ofi the 
wire at the beginning; when you have sewn about an inchi cut 
the chain, pull the thre!l:d through the last stitch, bring your 
wire round, sew half the second edge, then bring round the wire, 
that you left at the beginning, sew it to meet the other, letting the 
wires cross each other, twist them and the wool together tightly, 
to form a stalk, and tum up the two little petals, first cutting 
away one of the wires close t6 the twist, to prevent the stalk 
being too thick when finished. 

Wind a piece of yellow wool on the end of one of your fingers, 
pull it out thus doubled, and twist a bit of rathen strong wire 
over it, twist the wire very tight, and make with this wool a kind -
of little ball, which must be covered with a piece of common 
net (dyed yellow if possible), tie the net as tight as possible over 
the wool. This forms the Daisy. 

When you have made a sufficient number of petals to form 
two or three rows, each row being made rather larger than the 
first, you must sew them all rOlmd the little heart, and proceed 
to make the calyx as follows:- . 

Make a chain of twelve stitches with the crochet needle, using 
green wool, not split, work two rows in double crocnet, increas
ing two stitches in the second row. Sew this calyx under the 
petals, fasten up the open side, and gather the stitches of the 
lower extremity, covel' the stem with green split wool. 

Bud.- Make a small ball of any colour, the)) take fifteen or 
twenty bits of split wool, the same colours as used for the flower, 
each about an inch long, tie them tightly as a little bundle; fasten 
this on the top of the little ball, to which you must first fix a wire ;. 
bring down the ends of wool in altemate stripes of dark and 
light shades, tie all these ends round the wire, and cut them 
close. -Wind a bit of green wool, as a very small ball, immedi
ately under the blld, then with green wool, not split, make a row 
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of herring-bone stitches, from the little bud, to about half-way 
up the coloured one. Tltis makes a very pretty bud, looking as 
if just ready to bloom. 

Leaf-like that of the Heart's-ease. 

PINK GERANIUM. 

Three or four flowers are required for a nice branch, with two 
leaves and five or six buds, some pink and some green. 

Five petals must be made for each flower-two large jane 
middle-sized j and two small. 

Two shades of pink split wool-one rather light j and the other 
deeper, for large petal. 

Cast on two stitches, knit one row. 
Second row.-Make one stitch, and purl the rest of row. 

Continue knitting and pm-ling alternately, making one stitch 
before and after the middle stitch (still continuing to increase 
also at the beginning of each row) in the knitted row, until 
you have seventeen stitches j then take the darker shade, and 
knit and purl six rows, still increasing in the middle of the 
knitted rows, but decreasing one stitch at the begimting of' every 
row, beginning the decrease in the same row in which you 
change the wool j then knit and pm-I alternately without 
increasing in the middle, and still decreasing one stitch at the 
beginning of each row, till you have but 9 stitches left. Cast 
these off. Sew a wire neatly round the petal with split pink 
wool, and one at the back also. 

For middle-sized petal. 
Cast on two stitches with a paler shade of pink wool, than 

used for the last petal. 
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Knit one row; make one stitch, purl the rest of row; knit one 
plain row, purl one row, and continue to knit and purl alter
nately, increasing- one stitch before and after the middle stitch 
in every other plain row, till you have eleven stitches. 

Take the lightest shade used for the large petal, for the 
darkest of this, knit and purl alternately four rows, increasing 
in the middle of every plain row, and decreasing at the begin
ning of every row, then continue to knit and purl without increase 
in the middle, but decreasing at the beginning of each row, till 
but nine stitches remain; cast these off. 

The small petals are made in exactly the same manner as the 
above, but increasing only to nine instead of eleven stitches, and 
casting off with seven stitches instead of nine. 

LEAF. 

Cast on ten stitches of a nice bright, but rather dark shade of 
green (a yellow green will be found to look most natural). 

Knit one,row. 
Second row.-Make one, knit two, through rest of row. All 

the back rows are purled, only increasing one at the beginning 
of each row, but not in the middle of the purled rows. 

Third front row.-Make one, knit three, ' repeat through the 
row next front row; make one, knit four, through the row; 
continue to increase thus, till you have about seven stitches 
between each increase. Then takfl a very dark shade of green, 
and knit and purl four rows without increase; join on the first 
colour again, and continue to increase as before, till you have 
eleven stitches between each increase, then begin to decrease by , 
fastening off three stitches ' at the beginning of every third or 

• These stitches must not be increased by bringing the wool for
wnrd, but by taking up a stitch and knitting it at the back: it <1oes not 
mnke so large nn opening as the usunl way. 
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fourth row, both in the knitted and purled rOWS, still continuing 
to increase in the centre, and thus decrease at the beginning till 
you have but five or six stitches, which fasten off in the usual 
way. 

Sew a wire quite round the leaf, and also bits of double, up 
each of the divisions at the back of the leaf. The stitches must 
be taken deep enough to cover the holes left by the increasing. 

Buds.-For the pink ones, take five or six bits of the different 
shades of pink wool, double them over a bit of wire, double the 
wire and twist it very tight j bring the ends of the wool down, 
and fasten them rotmd the wire, about a quarter of an inch long 
or less, according to the size required j twist some j split green 
wool round the stem, and for the larger buds, make a few long 
helTing-bone stitches in whole green wool, to form a little calyx. 

The green buds are made in the same way, but rather smaller. 
They must be mounted on a piece of bonnet ,vire, the length 
required for a branch. 

All the flowers placed at the top, tIle buds altogether rotmd 
the stem, a little lower down, and the leaves still lower. Cover 
all the stems with green wool split. 

NARCISSUS. 

One or two flowers only will be needed to form a branch, 
neither buds or leaves being required. 

Six petals and three stamen for each flower. 
Cast on one stitch in white split Berlin wool. 
Second row.--':"Make one, and knit rest of row. 
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Third row.- Make one, purl the row. 
Fourth row.-Knit plain row. 
Fifth row.-Purl plain row. 
Sixth row.-Make one, knit row. 
Seventh row.- Make one, pUrll·OW. 
Eighth row.-Knit plain row. 
Ninth row.-Purl plain row. 
Tenth row.-Make one, knit row. 
Eleventh row.-Make one, purl row. 
Twelfth row.-Knit row. . 
Thirteenth row.-Purl row. 
Fourteenth row.- Make one, knit row. 
Fifteenth row.- Make one, purl row. 
You must now knit and purl alternately 10* rows without 

increase, and then begin to decrease one in the next kllitted and 
purled rows; knit and purl one row plain; decrease one in the 
next two rows; knit two plain, and thus continue till you have 
but three stitches -left, gather thes~ with a rug needle and fasten 
the wool. 

The next most important part of this flo\ver is the N ec tarius, 
which looks like a little yellow cup, edged with scarlet. 

The petals first made, must have a wire sewn neatly round 
them, and like all white flowers, will look better if washed a.nd 
slightly blued, before the wire is put on. 

FOR NECTARIUS. 

Cast on six stitches in very pale yellow wool, split. 
First row.-Knit plain . 

. Second row.-Purl. 

* Seven stitches will be sufficient, if you make the flower double. 
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Third row.-Make one, knit one, repeat through the row. 
Fomth row.-Purl one row. 
Fifth row.-Knit one row. 

25 

Sixth row.-Purl one row. 
Seventh row.-Make one, knit two, repeat through the row. 
Eighth row.-Purl one row. 
Ninth row.-Knit one row. 
Tenth row.-Purl one row. 
Take scarlet wo'ol (or scarlet China silk), knit one row, and 

cast off very loosely. Sew up the open side. Make a little tuft 
of pale green, or yellow wool, to fill the bottom of the little cup, 
and preserve its shape j place at the top of these, three stamen, 
each formed by a knot of yellow wool, fixed on a bit of wire. 
Then take green wool. Cast on six stitches j knit a piece about 
half an inch long, increasing irregularly about six stitches before 
you reach the top. Sew this piece under the flower, closing the 

open side. 
The stem should be made of a piece of thin whalebone, about 

a quarter of an inch in width, which is better covered first, with 
a strip of green tissue paper, and then with green wool as usual; 
the flowers must be fixed to the top of this, according to their 
natUl'al appearance. 
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SCARLET GERANIUM. 

Four flowers are required to form a branch, 2 leaves, and 
ahout five or six buds. 

One double petal, and three small ones for each flower. 
Double petal. 
Cast on one stitch in white split wool, and continue to knit 

and purl alternately, increasing one at the beginning of each 
row, till you have Seven stitches, knit one row, and purl one 
row plain j then fasten on a bright shade of scarlet wool, split, 
and continue to increase in each ro\v, both knit and purled, till 
you have twelve stitches j you must then make one in the knitted 
side, and after knitting six stitches only, turn back and purl 
them, leaving the other six stitches on the needle j continue to 
knit these six stitches, increasing ~Jl1e stitch on the right side, -
till you have ten stitches j knit one row, and purl ,one row with· 
out increase, and begin to decrease one in each knitted row till 
you have but five stitches left, then decrease one on each side 
till reduced to three stitches, which cast off. 

The stitches ivhich were left on the needle, must now be 
knitted in the same way, taking care that the increase and 
decrease be always in the purled, instead of the knitted rows, as 
before, in order to form the heart-shape of the petal. 

For small petals. . 
Cast on one stitch in white wool, and knit and purl alternate 

rows, increasing one stitch each row, till you have seven stitches, 
knit and purl one row plain, then fasten on scarlet wool, and 
continue to knit and purl alternate rows, increasing one at the 
beginning of each till you have eleven stitches, knit and purl 
four rows plain, and then begin to decrease in each row till you 
have but three stitches left, which cast off. 
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One petal must be made of this size, and two smaller ones, 
exactly in the same way, only the stitches increased, must be to 
five instead of seven, and nine instead of eleven. 

For stamen. 
Take a bit of rather coarse reel cotton, five or six times 

doubled, and cross it over a piece of wire, which must be twisted 
very tightly, cut the thread about a quarter of an inch in length, 
after it is on the wire-this must be placed in the centre of the 
flower when mounted, and the wires twisted together. 

The buds are made exactly like those of the pink geranium, 0 
only with scarlet wool, instead of pink. 

The Leaf is also the same. 

SNOW-DROP. 

White silk half twist is the best material for this flower, but it 
can be done in white split Berlin wool. 

Six petals are required for each snow-drop: three small ones 
in the interior of the flower, and three larger over these. 

Cast on four stitches, knit and purl alternately six rows plain, 
knit and purl six more rows, increasing one stitch at the begin
ning of the first and second, the fifth and sixth rows, then knit 
and purl alternately eight rows without increase, and then begin 
to decrease one at the beginning of each row, till only four 
stitches remain; cast them off. 

The small petals are knitted as three in one. 
Cast on six stitches. 
Purl one row, make one stitch, knit two, repeat through the 

row. All the back rows !lire purled. Make one stitch, knit 
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three, repeat through the row; continue thus to increase at the 
beginning, and knit one stitch more each row between the 
increase, until you have seven stitches knitted between each, 
then purl one row, knit one plain row and purl another, after 
which, knit eight stitches, turn back and purl them, knit four 
stitches, purl them back. Break off your silk about a yard from 
the work, gather the four stitches together, and fasten them; 
thread a needle with the silk left, and take a stitch or two 
down the side of your work, till you bring the silk before the 
four remaining stitches, knit these, and purl them back; gather 
them together, and fasten as the last; bring the silk down to 
the next stitch, knit eight stitches, and proceed exactly as before 
with them, as also with the next. Sew a wire along the edge 
of the top with split wool, just as for the Fuschia. Embroider 
some little heart-shaped marks as in the natural flower, place 
the three exterior petals over these, and cover the stem with 
green, making it much thicker near the flower. 

The buds must be made of silk or wool, as the flower. The 
smallest require eight or ten stitches to be cast on. Knit and 
purl a small piece, sufficient to cover a little bud of cotton wool, 
which must be fixed on a bit of wire, and covered with the 
piece just knitted. 

The largest buds will require a few stitches to be increased, 
in order to make it wider at the to'p' 

The leaves are very simple, the shape being much like blades 
of grass. 

Cast on four stitches, and knit and purl alternate rows, till 
a sufficient length is done, gather the stitches at each extremity" 
and sew a fine wire neatly round. 
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CROWN IMPERIAL. 

In order to form a pretty branch, four or five flowers must 
be made and placed round the stem, under a tuft of about 
twenty leaves. No buds are needed. 

Six petals for each flower, which are knitted in one piece, 
as the Fuschia. 

Cast on twelve stitches in scarlet split wool. 
First row.-Knit plain. 
Second. row.-Purl plain. 
Third row.-Make one, knit two, repeat through the row. 
Fourth row.-Purl the row. 
Fifth row.-Knit one row plain. 
Sixth row.-Purl one row. 
Seventh row.-Make one, knit three, repeat"throngh the row. 
Eighth row.-Purl one row. 
Ninth row.-Knit one row. 
Tenth row.-Purl one roW. 
Eleventh row.-Make one, knit fonr, repeat through the row. 
Twelfth row.-Purl one row. 
Thirteenth row.-Knit one roW. 
Fourteenth row.-Purl one row. 
Fifteenth row.-Make one, knit five, repeat through the row. 
Sixteenth row.-Purl one row. 
Seventeenth row.-Knit one row. 
Eighteenth row.-Purl one r9w. 
Nineteenth row.-Make one, knit six, repeat throng11 the row. 
Twentieth row.-Purl one row. 
Twenty-first row.-Knit one row. 
Twenty-second row.-Purl one row. 
Twenty-third row.-Make one) knit seven, repeat through 

the row. 
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Twenty-fourth row.- Purl one row. 
Twenty-fifth row.-Knit one row. 
Twenty-sixth row.-Purl one row. 
Knit and purl alternately eighteen rows. 
Then knit four stitches, make one, knit four, turn back, and 

purl the nine stitches just knitted, knit and purl the same alter
nately twice more, and continue to knit and purl, decreasing one 
stitch at the beginning of every row till but three stitches 
remain, gather these stitches together with a needle, and fasten 
them; break off your wool, and proeeed in the same manner 
with the next eight stitches remaining on your needle; and 
thus continue till all the petals are completed. Sew a wire 
round the first division of the flower, then round the rest, and 
fasten all the wires inside, as for the Convolvulus. 

Mak one pistil and six stamen exactly like those of the White 
Lily; fix them in the centre of the flowers by twisting all the 
stalks together, which must be covered with green wool, cutting 
away a few of the wires first, if fotmd to be too thick. Sew up 
the open side of the flower. 

The leaves are like those of the Lily, and must be made of 
different shades, the lightest at the top of the stem, the rest in 
rows rOtmd it. To mOtmt the branch gracefully, it is better to 
knit as many of the largest sized leaves as you have flowers 
(each about a finger in length), place one flower to the stem, and 
immediately covering the stalk of the flower with the base of the 
Jeaf, and so-on for each flower. 
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YELLOW JESSAMINE. 

Four or five flowers for each branch. Five petals for each 
flower. 

A pale, delicate shade of yellow looks best, and the wool must 
be split. . 

Cast on one stitch. Knit and purl alternately, increasing one 
stitch at the beginning of each row, till you have five stitches, 
then knit and purl alternately four rows without increase j 
continue to knit and purl, decreasing one stitch at the beginning 
of each row, till two stitches only remain, purl these two as one, 
and fasten off'. 

Sew a fine wire neatly round each petal, twist the five wires 
together closely, and cover them with split yellow wool for about 
the length of a quarter of an inch; cut off' all the wires but two, 
anq cover this little stalk with green ,vool. 

Buds. Cover .the middle of a bit of wire, by twisting one 
tluead of yell0w wool round it, put this wire across three or four 
pieces of yellow wool, split, fold the wire down, and twist it very 
tight, thus confining the wool in the middle; turn down the ends 
of yellow wool, and fasten them about a quarter of an inch clown 
the.wire, by twisting green wool rOlmd; cut the ends of yellow 
wool that remain, quite close, and cover the stem with the green 
wool. 

The Jessamine leaves are generally placed in little branches of 
five in each branch, one larger at the top, the smaller ones placed 
on each side of the stem. 

For top leaf. 
Cast on three stitches. 
First row.-Purl row. 
Second row.-Knit plain. 
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Third row.-Purl row. 
Fourth row.-Make one, knit one, pml one, knit one. 
Fifth row.-Make one, pmI the row. 
Sixth row.-Make one, knit two, purl one, knit two. 
Seventh row.-Make one, pml the row. 
Eighth row.-Make one, knit three, pml one, knit three. 
Ninth row.-Make one, purl the row. 
Tenth, eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth rows.-Knit and purl 

alternately, pmling one stitch in the middle of each knitted row. 
Fourteenth l'ow.-Decrease one stitch, knit one, purl one, 

knit three. 
Fifteenth row.-Decrease one stitch, purl the row. 
Sixteenth row.-Decease one, purl one, knit two. 
Seventeenth row.-Decrease one, purl the rest of row. 
Eighteenth row.-Decrease one, knit the rest of row. Purl 

the two last stitches as one, and fasten off the wool. 
The four smaller stitches must be made in the same way, but 

without the pmled stitch in the middle, and beginning wjth one 
stitch instead of three, as for the larger. Sew a wire round 
each leaf, and mount them, covering all the stems with green 
wool. 

·1 . 
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